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Abstract

In this document, we include additional materials related to the benchmark, proposed dataset, and results. All of the benchmark results will be released in our website.

• **Benchmark.** We systematically assess 9 representative measures \([1–6, 8–10]\) over two (CUFS \([7]\) and CUFSF \([11]\)) widely-used datasets, making it the first one largest-scale measure benchmark in this field. Extensive experiments on this study verify that our Scoot measure exceeds performance of prior works.

• **Dataset.** We collect two new human-ranked datasets, i.e., RCUFS and RCUFSF (3.8k face sketches in total), making it the largest-scale subjectively verified datasets.

• **Results.** We provide visualization results on the proposed 3 meta-measures and the proposed human-ranked datasets.

1. Benchmark

As shown in Fig. 1, it has witnessed the dramatic development of face sketch modeling, while the community long-term suffered from the lack of a standard representative perceptual metric based benchmark. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first and the largest-scale benchmark for this issue.

2. Dataset

In Fig. 2, we present the example of the proposed human-ranked dataset. We use these datasets to examine the ranking consistency between current measures and human judgments. The detail can be found in Section 5.3 (manuscript). We refer the reader to the accompanying attachment ("Proposed Datasets") for the final human-ranked datasets.

∗M.M. Cheng (cmm@nankai.edu.cn) is the corresponding author.

3. Results


The first meta-measure specifies that the rankings of synthetic sketches should not change much with slight changes in the GT sketch. Therefore, we perform a minor 5 pixels downsizing of the GT by using nearest-neighbor interpolation.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the results: the narrower the band is, the more stable a measure is to slightly downsizing. We can see our Scoot measure achieves a significant improvement over the existing measures, such as GMS-D \([9]\), SSIM \([8]\), FSIM \([10]\), and VIF \([4]\) measures in both the CUFS and CUFSF databases. Among the alternative texture measures, our measure is the best. These improvements are mainly because the proposed measure considers “block-level” statistics rather than “pixel-level”.

One example shows in Fig. 3 which illustrates our Scoot measure is more robust than existing widely-used measures. For SSIM measure, it switches the ranking of LR and SSD when using GT or Resized-GT as reference. For other measures (VIF, FSIM), they also change the ranking in different ways. Only our measure keeps the original ranking.


In real-world situations, sketches drawn by artists may also have slight rotations compared to the original photographs. Thus, the proposed second meta-measure verifies the sensitivity of GT rotation for the evaluation measure. We did a slight counter-clockwise rotation (\(5^\circ\)) for each GT sketch.
The sensitivity results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The thinner the band is, the better the measure performs. Our measure also significantly outperforms the current measures over the CUFS and CUFSF databases. We attribute the robust performance to the exploit of local region-level statistics rather than pixel-level statistics.

We show an example in Fig. 4. For SIM, VIF and FSIM, they change the ranking result. However, our measure correctly ranks these results and does not change their ranking when using different GT as reference.

3.3. Meta-measure 3: Content Capture Capability.

The third meta-measure describes that a good measure should assign a complete sketch generated by SOTA algorithm higher score than the sketches of only preserving incomplete strokes.

From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we observe a great improvement over the other measures in CUFS database. A slight improvement is also achieved for the CUFSF database.

Fig. 5 shows that our measure assigns the complete sketch generated by state-of-the-art algorithm (e.g., MRF [7]) higher score than the sketch of only preserving light (incomplete) strokes.


The fourth meta-measure (Jug) specifies that the ranking result according to an evaluation measure should agree with the human judgment.

For human judgment in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the proposed Scoot measure shows a great improvement over the best prior measure in CUFS. This improvement is due to our consideration of style similarity which human perception considers as an essential factor when evaluating sketches.

Various of examples in Fig. 6 demonstrate that our measure provide an reliable evaluation.
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Table 1: Benchmarking results of 5 classical measures and 4 alternative textures on the CUF and CUFsf datasets. Darker color indicates better performance. These differences are all statistically significant at the $\alpha < 0.05$ level.
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Figure 3: Visual comparison of existing widely-used FSS measures (SSIM [8], FSIM [10], and VIF [4]) on meta-measure 1. The experiment clearly shows that the proposed SCOOT measure is more stable to slightly resizing.
Figure 4: Visual comparison of existing widely-used FSS measures (SSIM [8], FSIM [10], and VIF [4]) on meta-measure 2. The experiment clearly demonstrates that the proposed SCOOT measure is less sensitive to minor rotation.
**Figure 5:** Visual comparison of existing widely-used FSS measures (SSIM [8], FSIM [10], and VIF [4]) on meta-measure 3. We conduct this experiment to verify the content capture capability of the measures. Our measure assigns the complete sketch generated by state-of-the-art algorithm (e.g., MRF [7]) higher score than the sketch of only preserving light (incomplete) strokes.

**Figure 6:** Visual comparison of existing popular FSS measures (SSIM [8], FSIM [10], and VIF [4]) on meta-measure 4. The proposed Scoot measure shows higher consistency with human judgment than previous methods on our collected datasets. Zoom-in for details.
Figure 7: Quantitative comparison of different measure (GMSD [9], SSIM [8], FSIM [10], VIF [4], and the proposed Scoot) on our meta-measure 1 & 2. The narrower the color band is, the better the performance is. The proposed Scoot measure (in the last row) achieves the best performance. Zoom-in for details.

Figure 8: Quantitative comparison of alternative texture (Canny [1], Sobel [6], GLRLM [3], Gabor [2] and the proposed Scoot) on our meta-measure 1 & 2. The narrower the color band is, the better the performance is. Our Scoot measure (in the last row) achieves the preferable performance.

Figure 9: Quantitative comparison of different measure (GMSD [9], SSIM [8], FSIM [10], VIF [4], and the proposed Scoot) on our meta-measure 3 & 4. The wider the color band is, the better the performance is. Our Scoot measure (1st row) outperforms prior works. Zoom-in for details.
Figure 10: **Quantitative comparison of alternative texture (Canny [1], Sobel [6], GLRLM [3], Gabor [2] and the proposed Scoot) on our meta-measure 3 & 4.** The wider the color band is, the better the performance is. Our measure present in first row provides the best performance in both MM3 and MM4.